Abstract-Extreme learning machine is a new learning algorithm for the single hidden layer feedforward neural networks (SLFNs). ELM has been widely used in various fields and applications to overcome the slow training speed and over-fitting problems of the conventional neural network learning algorithms. ELM algorithm is based on the empirical risk minimization, without considering the structural risk and this may lead to over-fitting problems and at the same time, it is with poor controllability and robustness. For these deficiencies, an optimization method is proposed in this paper, a novel extreme learning machine based on hybrid kernel function (HKELM). The method constructs a hybrid kernel function with better performance by fully combining local kernel function strong learning ability and global kernel function strong generalization ability. Compared with traditional ELM, the results show that this method can effectively improve the ELM classification results, avoid local minimum, with better generalization, robustness, controllability and faster learning rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial Neural Network has already become an indispensable learning method in the field of artificial intelligence. Neural network is with parallel and distributed information processing network architecture, and has a strong nonlinear mapping capability and adaptive, self-learning, robustness and fault-tolerance characteristics. Nowadays, neural networks have been widely applied to pattern recognition, image processing, intelligent expert system for control and other area.
Extreme Learning Machine is a single hidden layer feedforward neural network fast learning algorithm proposed in 2006 by Huang et al [1] . The algorithm is mainly for classification and regression. The thought is during the network training, first through continuous testing to set the number of hidden nodes, the random assignment of input weights and hidden layer deviation, obtained the output layer right value by the least squares method. To complete whole learning process only need one mathematical change without iterative. The training speed compared to traditional BP algorithm based on gradient descent has been significantly improved [2] .
Currently, ELM has been applied in many areas, such as, E. Romero, et al [3] proposed an error minimization speed learning machine (EM-ELM) to establish a way to add hidden layer nodes in random order to construct SLFNs easily. This can update the incremental minimum output weight training error square sum. In statistics, error minimization ELM significantly improves generalization performance. M. R. Daliri [4] used the combination of genetic algorithms and fuzzy ELM hybrid system to clinical practice. Y.Q. Chang, et al [5] proposed an improved ELM algorithm to deal with the disadvantage of ELM method excessive number of hidden layer neurons problems. The method added classification neurons to the hidden layer of SLFN. W. W. Zong, et al [6] proposed a weighted extreme learning machine for imbalance learning to deal with data with imbalanced class distribution. However, at present the ELM algorithm still have some drawbacks, the theoretic basis of the algorithm also need deeper mining, and at the same time, selection and optimization method of ELM kernel function needs to be further studied.
Similar with the traditional neural network, the selection of ELM kernel function is also a core issue. Selected the appropriate kernel function largely affect the performance of ELM, including the generalization performance and learning performance. When conducting training the neural network, the selection of the kernel function greatly impact to the network learning rate and learning effects. Aiming at the above problems in ELM, this paper proposes a kind of extreme learning machine learning method based on hybrid kernel function, called Hybrid Kernel Extreme Learning Machine, HKELM for short. HKELM method first will combine the local kernel function which has a better learning ability with the global nuclear function which has better generalization ability, form a hybrid kernel function. Then use the hybrid kernel as a kernel of ELM for networking training. Hybrid kernel combines the advantages of both kernel and has a good learning ability and strong generalization ability, improves the efficiency and accuracy of ELM.
II. ELM THEORY

A. Model of ELM
For N arbitrary distinct samples ( , , , , , , , , )
H is called the hidden layer output matrix of the neural network; the i th column of H is the i th hidden node output with respect to inputs 1 2 , , , N x x x K .
Theorem proving [7] , as long as the number of hidden nodes is enough, when the activation function ( ) f x is infinitely differentiable at any interval the parameters of the network does not all need to adjust. When the training starts, SLFN randomly assigns to the input connection weights a and hidden layer node bias b , moreover, while the training process unchanged it can approximate any continuous function. Generally, in order to get good generalization performance, take N N % = . When the input weights and hidden layer bias are determined in accordance with the random assignment, according to the input samples can get the hidden layer output matrix H . Therefore, training SFLN is converted into solving linear equations H T β = least squares solution. H represents Moore-Penrose [8] generalized inverse of the hidden layer output matrix H .Usually, the optimal solutionβ contains the following features:
(1) According toβ , the algorithm can gain the minimal training error;
(2) Can get the optimal generalization capability of the minimum paradigm of the output connection weights and network; (3) β is unique. This can avoid producing the local optimal solution.
ELM through selecting the appropriate kernel function, classification of nonlinear mapping in the original space into a high-dimensional space, achieved in highdimensional spaces of linear classification.
B. Kernel Function
According to the theory of pattern recognition, lowdimensional space linear inseparable mode by nonlinear mapping to high-dimensional feature space can achieve linear separable. However, if we directly use this technology in high-dimensional space for classification or regression, then there will be issues on determining the form and parameters of the nonlinear mapping functions and feature space dimension. What's more, in the highdimensional feature space operation the biggest obstacle is the existence of "dimensions of disaster". The kernel function technology can effectively solve these problems.
As early as 1964, Aizermann, in the study on the potential function method on the technology introduced kernel function theory to the field of machine learning and it is ripe for the application of neural network algorithm model. Kernel function method is using arbitrary random vector X in the n dimensional vector space mapped to a high dimensional feature space F : x ( x ) F Φ → ∈ with a nonlinear transformation and can achieve a high dimensional feature space linear classification. In high dimensional feature space F , the interaction between each coordinate component is limited to the inner product linear learning algorithm, does not require specific forms of nonlinear transformation, as long as the kernel function to replace the inner product in the linear algorithm satisfy the Mercer condition, you can get the original input space corresponding nonlinear algorithm.
More of the kernel function in the present study there are 3 main categories:
1) Polynomial kernel function
In formula (5) to (7), d ,c,σ are real constant parameters.
C. Hybrid Kernel Function
There are many type of kernel function and the commonly used kernel function summed up mainly can be divided into two main types of local kernel function and global nuclear function. For example, RBF function is a typical local kernel function, the Perceptron kernel function and polynomial kernel function are two typical global nuclear function. Local kernel functions only in test point near the region class has an impact on the data points, and global nuclear function allows the kernels away from the test input data point values also affect [9] . Because the local kernel has high learning ability but the generalization performance weak, on the contrary, the global nuclear function has strong generalization performance but weak learning ability. Therefore, these two types of nuclear function mixed together to form a hybrid kernel function.
The traditional method of constructing kernel functions is based on the idea of Mercer's theorem which was proposed in 1909 by R. Wille [10] .
Theorem. If the function K is mapped on n n R R R × → (mapped to the real number field from two n dimensional vector). Then if K is a Mercer kernel, if and only if for the training samples
, ,x } K , the corresponding kernel matrix is symmetric positive semidefinite.
Simple kernel function constructed complex hybrid kernel function, namely the hybrid kernel function still satisfy the Mercer theorem of the kernel function.
, Β is a n n × dimensional positive semidefinite symmetric matrix, then by Mercer theorem, the functions as follows are the kernel function: 1) 
Mercer theorem, so it is kernel function, namely,
Other similarly certification, does not enumerate here.
Certified by the above we can see that the function
∈ is a mixed function satisfied the Mercer condition. In this paper, we combine the RBF kernel function
and the Perceptron kernel
kernel function. RBF kernel function is a typical local kernel function and the Perceptron kernel function is also a commonly used global nuclear function. In the paper, we do a liner combination with the two kernel function to form a hybrid kernel function, thus it can well integrate superiority of both kernels. Then it can improve both the learning ability of the kernel function and its generalization ability. Apply it to the ELM thus achieve good classification performance. Radial basis function (RBF) with great learning capacity because it only has impact on test point near regional data. As shown in Figure 1 , when the function parameter σ takes different values, the RBF kernel function learning results in the test points 0.05. 
Figure1
Curves of RBF kernel function in the test point 0.05
It can be seen through the figure, RBF kernel has a good learning ability only for the vicinity of the test point 0.05, but relatively poor generalization ability. From the diagram we can also see that the smaller the value of σ , the RBF kernel function will get the stronger learning capacity, while the generalization ability will be correspondingly weakened. Generally, we make [ 0. 1, 1] σ ∈ . And the Perceptron kernel function is global nuclear function with strong generalization capability. As shown in Figure 2 , when selecting different parameters, the learning effect of the Perceptron kernel function in the test point. 
Figure2
Curves of Perceptron kernel function in the test point 0.05
In the figure above, v 10 = , when c respectively different values, as can be seen from the diagram, on the condition that the selection of the parameters are appropriate, Perceptron kernel function has a strong generalization ability and able to has a role at the test points near and far for the entire range of data. However, on the contrary, the learning ability in the test point 0.05 is not very obvious. This indicates that the learning ability of the Perceptron kernel function is weak. After several experiments found that to a certain extent, the value of v affects the Perceptron kernel function generalization effect. When 5 v 15 ≤ ≤ the results are more appropriate, therefore, in this article for convenience to illustrate sets v 10 = , furthermore, when v 10 = , as shown above, on the condition that c 3 ≥ , the nuclear output value able to achieve stability will not produce changes.
With the above can know that the Perceptron kernel function generalization capacity superior to the RBF kernel function, but poorer learning ability. Thus, combining these two kernel functions to form a hybrid kernel function which with a good learning a good learning ability and generalization ability. At the same time to ensure that the hybrid kernel does not change the rationality in the original mapping space and then the proportion coefficients sum of two kernel functions is 1. Based on this idea, this paper presents a hybrid kernel function.
Then we can learn that the formula (9) is a kernel function through the theorems and proofs, where λ is the coefficient proportion of RBF kernel function in the hybrid kernel function and it can be referred to as the mixing coefficients. Figure 3 
Figure3
Curves of hybrid kernel function in the test point 0.05
III. ELM BASED ON HYBRID KERNEL FUNCTION (HKELM)
A. HKELM Algorithm Learning Steps
In the paper, we build an extreme learning machine model based on hybrid kernel function called HKELM for short. In the HKELM model, the hybrid kernel function combines strong learning ability of local kernel function and strong generalization ability of global nuclear function, with better learning performance. Specific steps of the algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Define network. Define the number of hidden layer nodes and randomly assign to input weights and implied bias.
Step 2: Build Model. Introduce the hybrid kernel function to build ELM learning model.
Step 3: Samples training. Train the sample data sets.
Step 4: Performance testing. Use the testing datasets to test HKELM generalization performance and learning performance.
B. HKELM Algorithmic Performance analysis
The HKELM model presented in this article, mainly do the ELM kernel function optimization. By combining local kernel function and global nuclear function to form the hybrid kernel function and then placed it in the ELM for training and learning. The performance of the algorithm is mainly from the following two aspects to analyze.
1) Analysis of the learning ability of the algorithm Compared with the traditional extreme learning algorithm, learning models in this article imports hybrid kernel function and combines with RBF strong learning ability. What's more, the ELM operation process only needs a mathematical transformation to complete. This significantly improves the learning efficiency and accuracy.
2) Analysis of the generalization ability of the algorithm A good learning model should have a good generalization performance. Traditional ELM is based on the empirical risk minimization theory and the hybrid kernel function combined with the global nuclear function played a significant role in learning model generalization performance. Therefore this learning model has better generalization performance.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In order to verify the performance of HKELM model, in this paper, in Matlab environment we do experiment on several classification datasets of UCI database and compare the results to verify the learning effect when ELM select RBF kernel function, Perceptron kernel function and hybrid kernel function as a kernel. The data sets used in the experiments mainly includes: btsc (Blood Transfusion Service Center) dataset, wine dataset and HeartStatlog dataset. The basic characteristics are shown in Table I . As can be seen from the above table, for btsc dataset and HeartStatlog dataset, the Perceptron kernel function showed better classification results than the RBF kernel function. This reflects as global nuclear function, perceptron ELM learning model has strong generalization ability. But for wine dataset, the RBF kernel function classification effect is better than the Perceptron kernel function. This shows that as a local kernel function, the RBF kernel function ELM learning model has strong learning ability. However, in General, when ELM selects the mixed function of the two as the kernel function, the hybrid kernel ELM learning model whether generalization performance or learning performance are much higher than the former two. This confirms that the HKELM has good learning performance and generalization performance.
Then Following further discuss effects of different values of mixing coefficient λ on the performance of the hybrid kernel function. In the hybrid kernel function, mixing coefficient λ is to adjust the proportion of two kinds kernel function. Theorem and proof show that for the hybrid kernel function The results are shown in Table III . the RBF kernel function occupy a high proportion of the hybrid kernel function and HKELM has strong learning ability. With the increase of λ , the proportion of RBF kernel function is gradually reduced and the Perceptron kernel functions occupy a high proportion, HKELM generalization performances gradually increase. On the whole, combined with the experimental data can be informed that the learning performance of HKELM is better than performance of the single the Perceptron-ELM and the RBF-ELM. Experimental results show that HKELM guarantee both the good learning ability and good generalization performance. In this paper, the value of λ is the average of many times experiment.
In order to be more intuitive and convenient comparison, respectively select test results of the three different data sets Figure on It can be seen from the figure above, HKELM compared to traditional ELM has better generalization performance and learning performance.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In order to improve the performance of ELM, a hybrid extreme learning machine was proposed in this paper.
Through a combination of the common global nuclear function and local kernel function to construct a hybrid kernel functions combines the advantages of the two nuclear functions. Both high learning performance and a good generalization performance, and through experiments confirmed the feasibility of the HKELM. Selection of local kernel function and global nuclear function can also consider other kernel function mixed to constitute a mix of different kernel functions for classification learning. However, the mixed kernel function parameter selection, mixing coefficient values of further research is needed and it is also the next step of the work.
